
Notable Recommendations for Pastor Paul 

Here are a few comments in reference to Paul as Friend, Father, Christian, and Public 
Speaker from some notable folks within the Outdoor Ministry World. 
 
"In an industry flooded with attitudes and egos, its refreshing to see and hear from a 
man that continues to seek Christ as his greatest passion and pursuit. Paul Walerczak 
presents God's message clearly, precisely, and in a way that transcends the barriers 
between outdoorsmen and their Creator. I thank God for this man and his mission to 
reach men and families for Christ through the unique ministry of WEM." - Brodie 
Swisher of BRO Outdoors and host of RealityBowhunting.com 
 
"In my humble estimation, the best qualification a man can have to use the outdoors as 
a platform for encouraging and guiding others spiritually is not how skilled he is in the 
out of doors, but the quality of man he is inside his home. As a devoted and faithful 
husband and father, Paul Walerczak more than meets that qualification. For that 
reason, you can trust the truth he brings to you! -Steve Chapman 
Singer/Songwriter and Author of "A Look at Life From a Deer Stand"  
 
My definition of Pastor Paul Walerczak: A man who enjoys the created outdoors, and 
dearly loves the Creator. Faithful and loving husband and father. A Christian man who 
will go the extra mile to pray for others, and will do everything he can to lead others to 
the saving grace of Jesus Christ. A well prepared and excellent speaker who can weave 
the message of the Gospel into his outdoor presentations in a manner that touches the 
lives of those listening in a very meaningful way. A wonderful friend to many people, of 
which I am privileged to be one of them. Pastor Paul is the real deal and an excellent 
addition to any church sponsored outdoor event. -Brad Herndon Outdoor 
Photographer/Writer and Author of "Mapping Trophy Bucks"  
 
"Paul Walerczak has been producing video segments for my website for a two years 
and his material is always very relevant to the viewer. He has a simple style that people 
like, there is no pretense of hidden agenda with Paul's work. His intention is clearly to 
deliver God's word plainly and understandably so that anyone hearing might be 
encouraged, convicted or brought to Christ. I would recommend him for any speaking 
event. Paul knows how to connect with people." -Bill Winke Outdoor 
Photographer/Writer, Founder of Midwestwhitetail.com and 
Midwestwhitetail TV  

 

 


